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SO(2)-EQUIVARIANT VECTOR FIELDS ON 3-MANIFOLDS:
MODULI OF STABILITY AND GENERICITY

GENESIO LIMA DOS REIS AND GEOVAN TAVARES DOS SANTOS

ABSTRACT. An open and dense class of vector fields on 3-dimensional com-

pact manifolds equivariant under the action of SO(2) is defined. Each such

vector field has finite moduli of stability. We also exhibit an open and dense

subset of the SO(2)-equivariant gradient vector fields which are structurally

stable.

Introduction and statement of results. Let G = SO(2) be the Lie group

of rotations acting smoothly and effectively on a smooth three dimensional closed

(compact, connected, boundaryless) manifold M. Let \r(G,M) denote the space

of all G-equivariant C°° vector field endowed with the Cr topology. In this paper

we define a class of vector fields in xr(G, M) named G-Morse-Smale, which is open

and dense and prove that each vector field in this class has finite moduli of stability.

We also make a similar study for the corresponding class in the C°° G-equivariant

gradient vector fields; in this setting we actually have structural stability.

Three main notions play a role in our work.

(a) Finite moduli of stability [P2]. It means that we can parametrize a neigh-

borhood of the vector field by a finite number of n-parameter families of vector

fields.

(b) Normal hyperbolicity.

(c) The third ingredient is G-transversality of stable and unstable manifolds [F2,

Bi]. In our case this concept coincides with that of stratumwise transversality. The

compactness of G implies that M is finitely stratified by G-invariant submanifolds

with each stratum invariant by G-equivariant vector fields. Stratumwise transver-

sality is the usual transversality inside each of these strata.

Now we state our results in a more precise way. Definitions may be found on §1.

A G-equivariant vector field on M is said to be G-Morse-Smale if

(i) its nonwandering set consists of a finite number of normally hyperbolic critical

elements;

(ii) the stable and unstable manifolds of critical elements are G-transversal.

As it was said before, in the following theorems, G is SO(2) and dim(M) = 3.

THEOREM A.   The set of G-Morse-Smale vector fields is open in xr(G,M).

THEOREM B. The set of G-Morse-Smale vector fields is dense in \r(G,M) if

r = 1.  If r > 2 and M/G is orientable, the projective plane, the Klein bottle, or
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the torus with a cross-cap, then the set of G-Morse-Smale vector fields is dense in
Xr(G,M).

THEOREM C. If a G-Morse-Smale vector field has I saddle connections between

dimension one critical elements and k critical elements of torus type, then its mod-

ulus of stability is I + k.

A C°° function /: M —► R which is constant along the orbits of the group G

induces, via a bi-invariant metric on M, a G-equivariant C°° gradient vector field

on M. The set of all these vector fields is denoted Grad(G, M).

We introduce now a class of vector fields in Grad(G, M) called G-equivariant

Morse-Smale gradient vector fields and denoted GMSG defined by the following

properties:

(a) The connected components of the zero set of X E GMSG are nondegenerate

critical manifolds (in the sense of Bott) [Bo];

(b) Stable and unstable manifolds of nondegenerate critical manifolds are stra-

tumwise transverse.

THEOREM D.   (1) GMSG is open and dense in Grad(G,M).

(2) Each X E GMSG ta structurally stable in Grad(G, M).

The contents of this paper are as follows. §1 contains the basic material. In §2

we prove Theorem A essentially following the pattern of the proof for the openness

of Morse-Smale vector fields [Pl]. Theorem B is proven in §3; known results on the

density on two-dimensional manifolds are applied to the projection of the vector

field, via quotient map M —* M/G and then it is lifted back to M using a Theorem

of Schwartz [Sc]. For the proof of Theorems A and B when M is two-dimensional

and G is any compact Lie group see [R]. As to Theorem C, linearization on neigh-

borhood of critical elements are assumed (see [H, St, T]). A special case (equal

eigenvalues) of a theorem in [H] is applied. The set of G-equivariant vector fields

satisfying these conditions is open and dense in xr(G, M). The proof of Theorem C

is given in §5, by using the constructions made in §4 which by its turn were inspired

by [P2]. Theorem D is proven in §6, and in §7 we give examples of G-equivariant

vector fields with moduli of stability greater than one on any 3-manifold where G

acts.

In this paper we study only the case when G = SO(2) and M is a three-

dimensional manifold. Some results for G = Z2 are implicit in [Pa]. The case

dim(M) = 2 is studied in [R] for flows, and in [MRM] for diffeomorphisms.

We finish this introduction by stating two problems.

Problem 1. To study bifurcation for SO(2)-equivariant vector fields on the three

dimensional setting. For the two-dimensional case G is any group, see [MP].

Problem 2. Classify the SO(2)-Morse-Smale vector fields on three manifolds. See

[Pe2] for the classification of Morse-Smale vector fields on two-manifolds.

This paper was done when both authors were visiting the University of California

at Berkeley. We take this opportunity to thank the Mathematics Department at

that university for the pleasant environment they proportionated to us. We would

also like to thank Jacob Palis for his cooperation and stimulating ideas.
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1. Basic definitions and facts. Here we recall some basic definitions and

results. See Bredon [Br], Smale [Sm], and Field [F2] for details.

Let G be a compact Lie group acting on smooth manifolds M and TV. A map

/: M —► TV is said to be G-equivariant if it commutes with the G-actions, that

is, f(gx) = g(fx) for all g E G and x E M. The action of G on M induces

a linear action on the tangent bundle TM by gv = Dg(x)v, for v E TXM, where

Dg(x): TXM —> TgxM is the differential of the diffeomorphism g: M —> M given by

g E G. An equivariant vector field on M is an equivariant section X: M —* TM.

Thus X(gx) = Dg(x)X(x). The flow Xt of X is equivariant: for each t E R,

Xt(gx) = gXt(x) for all g E G and x E M. So, we can define an action of G x R on

M by (g, t)x = Xt(gx). Similarly, if / is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism on M, we

have an action of G x Z on M by (g, n)x = fn(gx). We denote by xr{G,M) and

Diffr (G,M) the spaces of all C°°G-equivariant vector fields and diffeomorphisms,

respectively, with the Cr topology, when M is compact.

A critical element for / E Diffr (G,M) is a G x Z-orbit which is compact. Sim-

ilarly, for X E xr{G,M) a critical element is a G x .R-orbit V which is compact.

So V = (G x R)(x) for some x E M. There are three possibilities for V (the first

two may not be exclusive): (a) V = R(x) =trajectory of X. (b) V = G(x). (c)

V ^ R(x), G(x); in this case G(x) is a global Poincare section for the restriction of

X to V. We observe that, in this case, all trajectories of X starting at G(x) spend

the same time r to meet G(x) again. We call r the period of V.

A critical element V of X is said to be normally hyperbolic if: (a) there is a

continuous splitting TVM = TV ® TV" ® Ns of TM restricted to V, preserved by

the flow Xt. That is, DXt TV = TV, DXt • TV" = TV", DXt ■ Ns = NS, for every
t E R; (b) there are numbers a < 0 < b and T > 0 such that for any v E TV and

t > T, eat\v\ < [DXt ■ v\ < ebt\v\; for any v E TV" and t > T, |DX_t • v\ < e"|u|;

for any v E Ns and t > T, \DXt ■ v\ < eat[v\. Here | ■ | is a norm induced by a

Riemannian metric, which may be taken to be G-invariant.

V C M is called a nondegenerate critical submanifold for a nonconstant G°°

function /: M -* R ii Df(p) = 0, p E V and in addition, {v E TPM \ D2f(p)(v,w)

= 0 for all w E TpV} = TPV. In particular V is a normally hyperbolic critical

element for the vector field grad(/).

The following is referred to as the invariant manifold theorem [HPS, F2]: for a

normally hyperbolic critical element V of X E xr(<7iTW) there exist CrG-invariant

locally X-invariant submanifolds of TW, W&C(V) and Wfoc, tangent at V to TV@NU

and TV ® Ns, respectively. W^C(V) (resp., Wfoc(V)) is characterized as the set of

points in a neighborhood U of V whose negative (resp. positive) trajectories remain

in a neighborhood of V contained in U. Moreover, Wi"c(V) has the structure of Cr

equivariant locally trivial fibrations over V. The fiber W^c(p) at p E V is Cr, its

dimension is the dimension of Np , and it is tangent to N^.

Also, for a normally hyperbolic critical element V, there exist an open neigh-

borhood Q of X in xr(G, M) a G-invariant neighborhood U of V, and continuous

maps F, Fu, Fs: Q -* Diff (G,M) such that:

(a) F(X) = FU(X) = F3(X) = identity map of M;

(b) for X' E Q, F(X')(V) = V is the unique normally hyperbolic critical element

for X' in U;
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(c) F«(X')(WyZ(p)) = W£(F(X')(p)), PEV,X'EQ.
Similarly for W^c, Wf^c, and Wfoc. As usual, the global stable and unstable man-

ifolds W73^) and W"(V^) are obtained by iterating the local ones by the flow Xt.

For diffeomorphisms, the theory is similar.

The normally hyperbolic critical element V is said to be a source if dim(W"(V))

= dim(M); a sink if dim(Ws(V)) = dim(M); of saddle type if 0 < dim(Wa(V)) <

dim(M).

Before defining stratumwise transversality, we recall some facts from compact

transformation groups. We say x, y E M or their orbits G(x), G(y) are of the same

orbit type if their isotropy groups Gx, Gy are conjugate: Gx = gGyg_1, for some

g E G, or equivalently, if G(x) and G(y) are equivariantly diffeomorphic. Type

(G(x)) = (H) means that Gx is conjugated to H. If IF is a submanifold of M, we

denote by W/jj) the submanifold of W whose points have type (H). It is a fact that

orbit type partitions M into a union of submanifolds M.H^, the union being finite

when M is compact. There is a (principal) stratum M(#) which is open and dense

in M, consisting of G-orbits of the highest dimension, called principal orbits.

Now let Ws and Wu be stable and unstable manifolds of critical elements of an

equivariant vector field or diffeomorphism. We say that Ws meets Wu stratumwise

transverse at x E M, if W?H, is transversal to WfHy in M(#), where H = Gx. We

use the notation IVs /fro Wu to indicate stratumwise transversality.

A homeomorphism h: M —► TV is said to be a conjugacy between two vector

fields X and Y if hXt = Yth, for all t E R. If we weaken the latter condition by

just requiring that h sends trajectories of X into trajectories of Y preserving their

orientation, then h is said to be a topological equivalence. The vector field X is

structurally stable if each Y near X (in the CT topology) is topologically equivalent

to X. The vector field X has finite modulus of stability if the topological equivalence

classes of vector fields near X can be expressed by a finite number of n-parameter

families of vector fields.

We finish this section by looking at the case of the group G = SO(2) acting

effectively on a 3-dimensional manifold M. For the classification of such actions

see [OR]. See also §7, for examples. Let G(x) be an orbit of dimension 1, i.e., G(x)

is diffeomorphic to the circle S1: G(x) ~ S1. By the Slice Theorem [Br], there

is a closed 2-disc Sx (the slice at x) normal to G(x) at x, on which the isotropy

group Gx, a finite cyclic group, acts linearly and effectively. T = G(SX) is a tubular

neighborhood of G(x).

(a) If Gx is the identity then G(x) and all the orbits in T are principal. The

action on T is equivalent to the principal action of SO(2) on the solid torus D2 x

S1: z(Zy,Z2) = (Zy,ZZ2).

(b) If Gx = Zp, with p > 2, then G(x) is an exceptional orbit and all the other

orbits in T are principal (it has the dimension of the principal orbits but it has

different type). The action on T is equivalent to the standard linear action of

SO(2) on D2 x S1: z(zy,z2) = (zqzy,zpz2), 0 < q < p and q,p relatively prime

integers.

(c) Gx = Z2 acts on Sx as a reflection around the segment Fix(Gx,Sx) (the fixed

point set for the Gx action on Sx). All the G-orbits through points of Fix(Gx,Sx)

are called special exceptional and denoted SE. The remaining orbits in T are

principal. T is topologically the product of the Moebius band and an interval. The
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action of SO(2) is trivial on the second factor and standard on the Moebius band

(the orbits are circles parallel to the center line). The center line of each Moebius

band is an SE orbit.

Now if a; is a fixed point, G(x) = {x}, then a slice Sx is a 3-dimensional, on

which Gx = G acts as the action on D2 x /: z(zy,t) = (zzy,t). Fix (G,Sx) is a

1-manifold. So we have the stratification M = PUEUSEUFix(G,M), where P

(principal stratum) has dimension 3, SE (special exceptional) has dimension 2, and

both E (exceptional) and Fix(G,M) have dimension 1.

2. Openness. The following lemma contains elementary facts which are imme-

diate consequences of the local G-orbit (G = SO(2), dimM = 3) structure and the

G and X-invariance of Ws and Wu.

LEMMA (2.1). Let Vy, V2 be normally hyperbolic critical elements of saddle

type (i.e. 0 < dimWs(vi) < 3) of X E xr(G,M). Let W denote either Ws or Wu.

(a) If dimW(Vy) = 1, then W(Vy) C Fix(G,M).
(b) If dimW(Vy) = 2, then (W(Vy) - Vy) nFix(G,M) = 0.
(c) IfWs(Vy)nWu(V2) #0, then dimWs(Vy) = dim Wu(V2).

(d) Each connected component ofW(Vy) — Vy is a (G x R)-orbit.

(e) The connected components ofWs(Vy) — Vy and WU(V2) — V2 either coincide

or are disjoint.

(t) IfWs(Vy) *G WU(V2) ̂  0, then either Ws(Vy), WU(V2) C Fix(G,M) or

Ws(Vy), WU(V2) C SE. In each case, Wu(Vy)-Vy andWs(V2) - V2 are contained

in the principal stratum P.

PROOF. It is enough to examine the G-structure to have a picture of the stable

and unstable manifolds of a critical element of saddle type. For example, for (d):

if dimiy(IZi) = 1, then a component of IF(Vi) - Vy is a trajectory of X and thus

a G x fi-orbit, since W(Vy) c Fix(G,M). If dimW^Vi) = 2, choose any G-orbit

G(x) (necessarily, a circle) in a component of W(Vy) — Vy. Then that component

is the saturation of G(x) by the flow of X, and so is a G x jR-orbit.

LEMMA (2.2).   LetV be a normally hyperbolic critical element of X E xr(G,M).

Let F, Fs: Q —» Diffr (G,M) be the continuous maps given by the invariant man-

ifold theorem, where Q is a neighborhood of X.   For X' E Q, let V = F(X)(V)

be the corresponding critical element of X'.  If M^h) is any G-orbit stratum, then

WS(V)DM{H) #0 if and only ifWs(V')nM{H) #0.

PROOF. Set / = FS(X). Then /: M —► M is a G-equivariant map such that

f(Ws(V)) = WS(V). Since Gf{x] = Gx, f preserves G-orbit type.

LEMMA (2.3). Let Vy,V2 be normally hyperbolic critical elements of saddle

type of X E xr(G,M). The property Ws(Vy) n *g^"(^2) ¥= @ is persistent under

small perturbations ofX.

PROOF. It follows from Lemma (2.1)(f) and Lemma (2.2).

Now let X be a G-Morse-Smale vector field and let Vy,V2 be critical elements of

saddle type of X such that Wa(Vy) *G WU(V2) / 0. By Lemma (2.1), it follows

that if Vo is a critical element of X such that WS(V0) n Wu(Vy) ^ 0 then V0 is a

sink. Similarly, if V3 is such that Ws(V2)nWu(V3) ^ 0, then V3 is a source. These

facts may be rephrased in the following way.
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Define Vy < V2 if and only if W(Vy) rW"(V2) ^ 0. If V0 <Vy<V2<V3, then

Vq is a sink and V3 is a source. As a consequence, X has no cycle (i.e. we cannot

have Vy < V2 < ■ ■ ■ < Vn < Vy). For the proof of the following lemma we may use

"filtrations" as in [Sm].

LEMMA (2.4).   A G-Morse-Smale vector field is Q-stable.

Let AT be a G-Morse-Smale vector field and let Vy,..., Vn be its critical elements.

Let Q be a neighborhood of X such that if X' E Q then to each Vi corresponds a

unique critical element Vf oi X', which is normally hyperbolic (invariant manifold

theorem). By Lemma (2.4), the nonwandering set of X' is {V{,..., Vf,}. This, with

Lemma (2.3), proves Theorem A.

3. Density. Let n: M —> M/G be the quotient map. We recall that M is

stratified by G-orbit strata: M = PU£USEUFix(G,M). The principal stratum

P is open and dense in M. The restriction of 7r to each stratum is a differen-

tiable map onto its image, which is a differentiable manifold. So M/G is a com-

pact topological two-manifold, made up of differentiable manifolds, with boundary

d(M/G) = 7r(SEUFix(G,M)).

Given X E xr{G,M). We want to approximate X by a G-Morse-Smale vector

field. By applying the G-equivariant version of the Kupka-Smale Theorem [F2], we

approximate X by Y E XT{G, M) whose critical elements are normally hyperbolic.

Denote by rr(Y) the vector field on M/G induced by Y via 7r. Note that d(M/G)

is invariant by k(Y).

Let V be a critical element oi Y. If V C Fix(G, M), then V consists of (one or

more) singularities or is a closed trajectory if and only if ir(V) consists of (one or

more) singularities or is a closed trajectory. Ii V of: Fix(G, M) and V ~ S1 then

tt(V) is a singularity of 7r(F) irrespective of whether V consists of singularities or

is a closed trajectory of Y.

Now let 7 = {Yf(x)} be a w-recurrent trajectory of Y through a point x E M,

7 gf G(x). If 7 intersects G(x) again, that is, Yt(x) E G(x) for some t ^ 0,

then V = (G x R)(x) is compact (a torus) so it is a critical element for Y, and

^(7) = 7r(V) is a closed trajectory for ir(Y). Conversely, a closed trajectory for a

vector field on M/G lifts to a G x i?-invariant torus V on M, consisting of either

closed or dense trajectories on V. Now, if 7 is a w-recurrent trajectory through x

but does not intersect G(x) again then 7r(7) is a nontrivial w-recurrent trajectory

on M/G.

Let Vi, V2 be saddles of Y, such that W»(Vy) n WU(V2) / 0. By Lemma (2.1),
dimW8(Vi) = dim!V"(V2). If Ws(Vy) n WU(V2) is contained in either Fix(G,M)

or SE then Ws(Vi) fcG JV"(V2). So, if W*(Vy) is not G-transverse to WU(V2) then

their intersection is contained in P.

Consider now the vector field 7r(V) on M/G. We need to eliminate nontrivial

recurrences (see [PM]), which are contained in ir(P). Since the perturbations

needed are made away from the boundary, we may apply Peixoto's [Pel], Markley's

[M], and Gutierrez's [G] theorems when M/G is orientable, the projective plane,

the Klein bottle and the torus with a cross-cap, in the Cr topology. Otherwise,

we appy the Closing Lemma [Pu] in the G1 topology. In this way we get a vector

field Z* on M/G which coincides with ir(Xy) on d(M/G). Now, by using a lifting
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theorem due to G. Schwartz [Sc], we lift Z* to get a G-Morse-Smale vector field Z

on M, near X, concluding the proof of Theorem B.

4. Local constructions.

(I) Foliations. By a G and X invariant foliation we mean a (continuous) foliation

with fibers of class Cr such that each g E G and Xt, t E R, sends fiber into fiber.

Let V be a critical element of X. If dim WS(V) = 1, take a G-invariant 2-disk D

transverse to IVS(V). Apply the A-lemma [Pl] to get a G and X invariant unstable

foliation (pu whose fibers are Xt(D), t E R, and WU(V). If dimWs(V) = 2, take

a segment S transverse to WS(V) at X and invariant under Gx. Now the fibers of

(pu are gXt(S), g E G, t E R, and Wuu(p), p EV. Similarly, we define a stable

foliation (ps transverse to Wu(V).

(II) Local moduli of stability. Here "local" refers to a neighborhood of a critical

element. Let V denote a normally hyperbolic critical element of X E Xr(G, M). To

V we associate an invariant K(V, X) described below.

If V = {x} is an isolated singularity for X, then X is structurally stable at x

and we put K(V, X) = s.

If V ~ Sl then it is either a closed trajectory for x, in which case we define

K(V,X) = cs, or X | V = 0 and we set K(V, X) = u. In the latter case, there are

two (local) topological equivalence classes of vector fields near X: {Xy; Xy | Vy — 0}

and {X2; V2 is closed trajectory of X2}, Vy, V2 being critical elements of Xy, X2

near V.

Suppose now that V ~ G(x) xS1 ~ S1 x S1. Let /: G(x) —► G(x) be a Poincare

map for X \ V. Let g E G such that f(x) = gx. Then, for any g E G we have

f(gx) — gf(x) = g(gx) = g(gx) since G is abelian. So f(y) = gy, for all y E G(x),

i.e. / is a rotation g EG. It is easy to see that g depends only on V and X, and not

on the particular G orbit. We define K(V, X) = g. Observe that the trajectories

of X | V are either all closed or dense in V according to whether g is a rational or

an irrational rotation. In fact, there is a T E R such that XT(G(x)) = G(x). T is

called the period of V.

Let Vb be a normally hyperbolic critical element for Xo E xr(G,M). The in-

variant manifold theorem gives us a neighborhood Q oi Xo in xr{G,M) such that

for each X' E Q we have a normally hyperbolic critical element V equivariantly

diffeomorphic and close to V0.

PROPOSITION (4.1). X, X' EQ are topologically equivalent in a neighborhood

ofV0 if and only if K(V,X) = K(V',X').

PROOF. The proof in one direction is clear. For the other suppose that K(V, X)

= K(V',X'). We want to define a G-equivariant conjugacy h: WS(V) —> WS(V)

between X | Ws(V) and X' | Ws(V) when X and X' are conveniently parametrized

(the construction for Wu is similar).

If X | V — 0 (so X' | V = 0), let xy,x2 and x'y,x'2 be points in distinct

components of Ws(V) — V and Ws(V) — V (if there is only one component, one

point is enough). We put h(xy) = x\, h(x2) = x'2 and extend h to IVS(V) by

conjugacy (h — X'_thXt) and equivariance (h = g~1hg). (See Lemma 2.1(d).)

Then we extend h to a neighborhood of V by continuity. This conjugacy h is well

defined and continuous.
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Now suppose V = G(p), V — G(p') are closed trajectories. Let £ C Wa(V),

£' c WS(V) be Gp-invariant sections transverse to X, X' through p, p'. Let t be

the period of V. For each t E R let gt E G be such that Xt(p) = gtp. After G-

equivariant reparametrizations we may assume that X't(P') = gtp' and XT(E) C £,

X'T(T,') C E'. Now we choose xy,x2 E E, xi,a:2 E E' and define /i as before.

Assume now V ~ S1 x S1 is a sink. Let /: E -» E and /': £' -> E' be

Poincare maps, where £, £' are G-equivariant sections transverse to X, X'. After

G-equivariant reparametrizations we may assume that V and V have the same

period T and XT(E) c E, X'T(T.') c E'. Let G(x0) = E n V and G(x'0) = E' n V

with /|G(z0) = 9 e G, /' | G(x0) = j'eG. Now take £> C E, L>' C E' G-invariant

fundamentals domains for /, /': D, and similarly D', can be constructed by taking a

G-invariant annulus A, containing G(xq) and putting D — A — f(A). Let Wss(xo),

Wss(x'0) be the strong stable manifolds for /,/' at xo,x'0. If [p,?] = Dfl Wss(xo)

and [p',9;] = Z?' fl W/ss(x0), let h: [p,q] —» [p',9'] be a homeomorphism such that

n(p) = p' and h(q) = q'. We extend h to Z) by equivariance: given z G £>, let g E G

be such that gx E [p, g] and define h(x) = g_1hg(x). To extend h to E - G(x0) we

do it by conjugacy: given y E E - G(a;o) let n E Z such that /"(y) E Dy and put

/i(2/) = (f')~nhfn(y). Now put ^(zo) = x'0 and extend it to G(xq) by equivariance.

Since g — g' we have /'ft = ft/. Finally we extend h to a conjugacy between X

and X' in a neighborhood of V via the equation ft = X'_thXt. The continuity of ft

follows from the fact that it sends strong stable manifolds of / into strong stable

manifolds of /' (which are one-dimensional). This ends the proof of the proposition.

We observe here that as a consequence of Proposition 4.1 if the normally hy-

perbolic critical element of X is a torus then its local modulus of stability is one.

Otherwise it is zero.

(Ill) Saddle connections. Let Vi, V2 be critical elements of saddle type for X E

Xr(G,M) such that Ws(Vy) *G WU(V2) ^ 0. By Lemma 2.1(f), the connected

components of Ws(Vy) — Vy and WU(V2) — V2 which intersect must coincide; we

call this intersection a saddle connection between Vy and V2.

Let Vi = Pi, V2 = P2 be isolated singularities of X, thus, dimWs(py) =

dim!V"(p2) = 1. Let Xy(X) = ay(X) ± by(X)i (X2(X) = a2(X) ± b2(X)i) be

the expanding (contracting) eigenvalues of X at pi (p2), ai(X) > 0, a2(X) < 0.

When the expanding (contracting) eigenvalues are real, by G-equivariance, they are

equal. Let 6j(X) = bj(X)/aj(X), j = 1,2.

Let zo E Ws(py) n Wu(p2). Take V a slice for the G-action at z0. Thus V is

equivariantly diffeomorphic to a cylinder where G acts linearly with fixed points

(as described in §1). Choose coordinates (yy,y2,y3) on V, such that Ws(py) f)

Wu(p2) n V = {yy = y2 = 0}, z0 = (0,0,0), and take E = {y3 = 0}. Define

lys.(x). £ _ r/2tcz by Ws'^(yy,y2) = e<(«i(*)iogr+*)) where \yuy2) = (rCos<p,

rsin(p). (Here we are identifying R2 with the complex plane). For c 6 R/2irZ and

<Si(X) 7^ 0, (W*1 W)_1(c) = (e-'/«iWei('+c'), t E R}, where c = etc', is a spiral.

For <5i(X) = 0, (Wfil W)-1^) is a straight line.

Let Uy be a G-invariant neighborhood of px and take a G-orbit £1 C Wu(py)C\Uy

as a fundamental domain for X. Let 7Ti(X): Uy —» IV"(pi) be a projection which

maps trajectories of X onto trajectories of X | Wu(py). If the neighborhood V

of zq is small enough, for each z E V - Ws(py) the trajectory of X through z
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intersects 7ri(X)_1(£i) at a point y. Define a map S'i(X): V - Ws(py) —► Ei by

Sy(X)(z)=7Ty(X)(y).

With the notation above we have

LEMMA (4.1). Let W6l(x): £ -» R/2nZ be the map as before. There are a

G-equivariant continuous projection 7Ti(X): U —► Wu(py) and a diffeomorphism

vy. Ei -» R/2-kZ such that vy o Sy(X)(yy,y2) = W6^x\yy,y2). The map Sy(X)

is also G-equivariant.

Except for the G-equivariance, the proof of this lemma is found in [Str]. It is

not difficult to get the maps equivariant.

Observe that for s E £1, Si(X)_1(s) is a cylinder which intersects Wu(py) along

a trajectory of X and E along (W6l(-x^)-1(v1(s)).

PROPOSITION (4.2). If X Exr(G,M) has a saddle connection i = Ws(py) fa G

Wu(p2) between the singularities py and p2, then X has zero modulus of stability

in a neighborhood of cl(^).

PROOF, (a) 6y(X) t* S2(X). First suppose both 6y(X), 62(X) ^ 0. Let Q be a
neighborhood of X as in the proof of Lemma (2.4) and such that 6y(Y) ^ 62(Y)

if Y E Q. Let p'y,p2 be the corresponding saddle points for Y. As we know,

Ws(py), Wu(p2), Ws(p'y), Wu(p2) are contained in the same one-dimensional G-

stratum. For zq E Ws(py) D Ws(p\), take V a G-invariant neighborhood of z0,

a slice as above, with coordinates (yy,y2,y3), and £ the plane y3 — 0. As in

Lemma (4.2) consider the maps WS*W, Ws^x\ W6^Y\ W6^Y">: £ -* R/2irZ,

and for c E R/2rrZ the spirals Tj(X) = (W^W)'1^) = {(pj(t); t E R}, Tj(Y) =

(IV«y(y))-i(c) = {tPj(t); t E R}, j = 1,2. We start by defining a G-equivariant

homeomorphism ft: E —+ £ which sends ^(X) onto Ty(Y) and T2(X) onto T2(Y).

Let ak(X) = 2irk82(X)/(62(X) — 6y(X)), k E Z. For each fc we define h mapping

the interval {(py(t); t E [ajt(X), afc+i(X)]} onto the interval {ipy(t); t E [ak(Y),

afc+i(F)]} in the following way: for each (py(t), there exists a unique g E G such

that g(py(t) E T2(X); precisely g = eie, with 6 = (6y(X) - 62(X)t)/82(X). Define

h((py(t)) as being the point ipy(s), s E [ak(Y), ak+y(Y)] such that gipy(s) E T2(Y).

Now extend ft to E by G-equivariance: gh(x) = h(gx).

To extend h to a neighborhood of cl(7) we take G-invariant Liapunov functions

fi, h, ffi, ff2 at pi, p2, pi, p'2 for X and Y. We may assume that /i(£) = /2(£) =

gi(E) = ff2(£) = — 1. We extend h by requiring that it sends trajectories of X onto

trajectories of Y and level surfaces of the Liapunov functions for X onto the same

level surfaces of the corresponding Liapunov functions for Y. Since h sends cylinders

Sy(X)~1(sy) (resp. S2(X)-1(s2)) onto cylinders Sy(Y)-1(s'1) (resp. 52(F)-1(s2)),

it extends continuously to Wu(py) and Ws(p2).

If Sy(X) = 0 or 62(X) = 0 take ak(X) = 27rfc, and proceed as before.

(b) <5i(X) = f52(X). In this case there are two different topological equivalence

classes in a neighborhood of X: {Y;6y(Y) = S2(Y)} and {Y;6y(Y) ^ S2(Y)}. Let

Q be a neighborhood of X as in the proof of Lemma (2.4). Let Y E Q such

that 6y(Y) = 82(Y). Then Ti(X) = T2(X) and Ty(Y) = T2(Y). Choose any

G-equivariant homeomorphism ft: E —♦ E sending Ti(X) onto Ty(Y) and extend it

as in (a).

Now assume 6y(Y) ^ 62(Y). We will show that Y is not topologically equivalent

to X. In fact, assume there is an equivalence h between X and Y. Let zq E Ws(py)f\

Wu(p2) and take £ as in part (a). In a coordinate system near z0 = h(zo) consider
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the curves ri(F), T2(Y) c £' (£' is a plane through z0). The homeomorphism

ft maps the cylinder 5i(X)_1(s), s E E, which intersects E along Ty(X) onto a

cylinder which intersects £' along a curve T'. Projection along trajectories of Y

gives a bijection f:T'-* h(Ty(X)). See Figure 1.

E E'

// t1(x) = t2(x) /'jr
—ife-—~iP2      y—-pi-o—-ypl*

Figure l

We claim that, near z'0, the curve T' lies between two curves (IV*1^y')~1(ci),

(^6>(y))-1(c2), ci,c2 € R/2-kZ. Let G be the cylinder 7n(y)-1(ft(£i)). Then

T" = {Xt(r'), r > 0} 0 G is a curve which tends to h(s). Near h(s), T" lies

between two segments Ly,L2 C C which intersects h(Y,y) in points si,s2- Then

T' lies between the curves S1(Y)~1(sy) n £' = (W*l(y))-1(ci)> Sy(Y)~1(s2) D

£' = (W6l(y')-1(c2), proving the claim. Thus the curve T' intersects the family

(iy*2(y))-i(c)! c E R/2-kZ infinitely many times. Take sequences xn —» z'0, yn —►

z'0, xnET'n(W6^Y^)-1(c1), ynET'n(W6^Y))-1(c2), cy ?c2, mod27r. Iterating

by the flow Yt we can get sequences Ytn(Xn), Yrn(yn) converging to distinct points

x, y in ft(£2). But since h~1f(xn), h~1f(yn) E T2(X) the sequences ft_1(Xtn(a:n)),

ft_1(Xx„(t/n)) should converge to the same point in £2, which is absurd.

After what was done above we can define

(i) K(Vy, V2, X) = ss if Vi and V2 are singularities of X with a saddle connection

between them.

Now suppose Vi ~ V2 ~ S1 we put

(ii) K(Vy,V2,X) = uu ii K(Vy,X) = u and K(V2,X) = u.
(iii) K(Vy,V2,X) = ucs if K(Vy,X) = u and K(V2,X) = cs.
(iv) K(Vy,V2,X) = csu if K(Vy,X) = cs and K(V2,X) = u.

(v) K(Vy,V2,X) = log I Ai |/ log I/L/2I if both, Vi and V2, are closed trajectories of

X, where Ai is the expanding eigenvalue for a Poincare map for Vi and P2 is the

attracting eigenvalue for a Poincare map for V2.

PROPOSITION (4.3). Let X0 E xr(G,M) be a vector field with a saddle con-

nection between the saddles Vy and V2 which are diffeomorphic to S1. There is a

neighborhood Q of Xo E xr{G, M) such that X, X' EQ are topologically equivalent

in a neighborhood ofWs(Vy°)nWu(V?) if and only ifK(Vy,V2,X) = K(V{,Vj,X').

PROOF. Let Vy, V2, V/, V2' be critical elements of saddle type for X, X' such that

K(Vy,V2,X) = K(V{,V2\X') and Ws(Vy)f)Wu(V2) ^ 0, W"(V{) rW"(V2') £ 0.

Let Ty, T2, T'y, T2 be neighborhoods of Vi, V2, V{, V2'.   By Proposition (4.1),
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we may suppose there is a G-equivariant conjugacy h: Ty —► T'y between X, X'.

We want to extend h to a neighborhood of Ws(Vy) n WU(V2). First of all, we

observe that h is automatically defined in Ws(Vy) fl (IV"(V2) — V2), by Lemma

(2.1)(e). Assuming that X, X' have suitable parametrizations, we extend h to T2,

as in (II) using the stable foliations near V2. These stable foliations are obtained

by iterating negatively the unstable foliations of Vi by the flows Xt, X't. Now the

continuity of h in points of Ws (V2) is not clear and depends strongly on the relation

K(Vy,V2,X) = K(V(,V2\X'). Let w E WS(V2) and let wn E T2 be a sequence such

that wn —> w. We need to prove that h(wn) converges to a point of WS(V2). Among

the possibilities for K(Vy, V2, X) we show the proof for case (v).

We consider case (v), where

/f(Vi,V2,X) = log|Ai|/log|p2| = log|A,1|/log|p2| = /C(Vi',V2',X').

Here, V, V2, V{, V2 are closed trajectories. Let /i: Ei —» Ei, f2: E2 —> E2,

/{: Ej —♦ E'j, /2: £2 —+ E'2 be Poincare maps for X and X' at pi E Vy, p2 E V2,

p[ E V{, p2 E V2, where Ei, £', and E2, E2 are GPl and GP2 invariant, respectively.

Then Ai is an eigenvalue of fy at pi, with |Ai| > 1, p2 is an eigenvalue of f2, with

|p2| < 1, and similarly for A'l5 p'2. Without loss of generality we may assume Ai,

p2, K, p'2 > 0. Let Dy c Ws(Py)D'y = h(Dy) and D2 C Wu(p2), D'2 = h(D2) be

fundamental domains for fy, f[ and f2,f2. After G-invariant reparametrizations we

are assuming that Vi, V2, V{, V2 have the same period r, XT(Ej) c £t, X^(EJ) C Yff,

«(£,) C EJ (t = 1,2) and Xs(t/i) C £2, X'a(Uy) C E'2, for some s E R, where

«7i C Ei, U[ C Ej are neighborhoods of £>i, Dj. Let xn E Ei, t/„ E Uy, zn E E2

such that x„ —► z G Wu(px), yn -* 2/ S £>i, 2n -+ 2 € VF"(p2) and yn = fyNn(xn),

zn — xs(yn) and twn = /2Mn(2„), where Nn,Mn are integers. Let a,an be the

coordinates of x, zn in the Wu(py) direction and d,dn be the coordinates of w, wn

in Ws(p2) direction with a, a„, d, dn > 0, in coordinate systems that linearize

fy and f2. We get dn = anXynknp^n, where fcn is a sequence that converges for

a positive number fc. This expression, with the corresponding for the sequences

x'n = h(xn), y'n = h(yn), z'n = h(zn), w'n = h(wn), gives

iog(d;/fc;0;) = TvniogA; +Mwiogp2 ^ iogA;

log(dn/fcnan)      TV„logAi+Mnlogp2      logAi'

proving that d'n converges. For a proof of the converse, see [Pa]. This ends the

proof of Proposition (4.2).

As a consequence of the last proposition, the existence of a saddle connection H

for a vector field X E xr(G, M) implies that it has modulus of stability one when

restricted to a neighborhood of E.

REMARK. For the linearization of the vector field X on a neighborhood of V we

apply the following theorems: in the case K(V,X) = s, Theorem (IV) (with (8.3)

in [H]); in the case K(V,X) = cs, the same theorem applied to a Poincare map for

X; in the case K(V,X) = u, Takens' results in [T].

5. Moduli of stability. Let X be a G-Morse-Smale vector field. To X and

its critical elements Vi,..., Vn (fc among them being tori) are associated invariants

K(Vy,X),.. .,K(Vn,X). Let £t = {Vu,.. .,Vitk{i)} C {Vk,..., Vn}, » = 1,2.1,
be the saddle connections of X, where Vij, Vij+y are consecutive saddles. If

K(Vi,j, Vij+y,X) = K(Vij+y,VitJ+2,X), j = l,...,k(i) - 2, we can define the
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invariants K(Ei,X) = K(Vitj,Viij+y,X). Now define K(X) = (K(Vy,X),...,

K(Vn,X), K(Ey,X),...,K(Ei,X)).
Now let F: Q —► Diffr(G, M) be given by the Invariant Manifold Theorem, where

Q is a neighborhood of X. For Xi,X2 E Q, their critical elements are F(Xi)(V)

andF(X2)(Vi),i = l,2,...,n.

PROOF OF THEOREM C. To prove the theorem it is enough to show that Xy

and X2 are topologically equivalent if and only if K(Xy) = K(X2).

Since one direction of proof is clear suppose K(Xy) = K(X2). The construction

of the topological equivalence between Xi and X2 will consist in globalization of

the local construction of the last section. All the G-equivariant reparametrizations

needed to do that are assumed. We will get a conjugacy h: M —» M between

reparametrized vector fields Xi and X2.

Let Vq1 , V02 be sinks and let Vy , V2 be critical elements of saddle type of Xi,

X2 such that K(V0\Xy) = K(V02,X2), K(Vy\Xy) = K(V2,X2) and IV^Vq1) n
WU(V11) ̂  0, IVs(V02) n Wu(Vy2) ^ 0. Let Trj,T02 be compact G-invariant neigh-

borhoods of Vrj^Vrj2 and let C1 C dT0x, C2 C dT§ be fundamental domains for

the G-action on OT^OTq (Cl,C2 are arcs containing one and only one point of

each G-orbit). We want to extend a G-equivariant conjugacy (constructed as in

§4) ft: WS(V}) -► Ws(Vy2) between Xy and X2 to a neighborhood of Vy1. Let

(pu(Xy),(pu(X2) be unstable foliations (as constructed in §4). Let I C G1 be a

small segment containing Wu(Vy) n C1. Figure 2 represents schematically the sit-

uation we have in mind. Given x E I, let F1 E (pu(Xy) be the fiber containing x

and let y = F1 n W^Vy1). Let F2 E 0"(X2) be the fiber through h(y). We define

h(x) = F2 fl C2 and we extend h to G(I) by G-equivariance. Finally, if z is a

point in a neighborhood of Vy1 such that (Xy)t(z) E G(I) for some t E R we put

h(z) = (X2)_th(Xy)t(Z).

Doing this construction for each saddle we get ft defined in finitely many intervals

contained in C1. Since h can be constructed to be near the identity it can be

extended to G1 and then to 8Tq to be G-equivariant.

Now let Vj1 be a critical element of saddle type such that Ws (Vy1) *G VF"(V21) ̂

0. Then necessarily WS(V2) comes from a source V31.

Proceeding as in §4 and as above, we get h defined in dT$, boundary of a

neighborhood T3 of V31. In this way, we eventually get ft defined in all M, except

:©     (!)

V\i-<-iyi

Figure 2
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in some neighborhoods of sinks and sources. We omit the details for extending h

to such neighborhoods. (See [PM] for such constructions.)

If there is no critical element of saddle type to start with, the construction of ft

is easier, and we omit details.

6. G-equivariant gradient vector fields. In this section we prove Theorem

D.
(a) Openness and density. Let GMSGi be the set of all vector fields in

Grad(G,M) which satisfy property (a) in the definition of GMSG. It is known

that GMSGi is open and dense in Grad(G,M) [W, p. 149]. Since the vector

fields in Grad(G, M) has no nontrivial recurrence to prove that GMSG is dense in

GMSGi it is enough to show that we can break nonstratumwise transverse saddle

connections.

The principal stratum P is the only one where such phenomenon can occur.

If 7r: M —» M/G is the projection of M onto its orbit space and if X = grad/ E

GMSGi has saddle connections in P, then 7r(X) = grad7r(/) has saddle connections

in tt(P) (here we define 7r(/)(i) = /(7r_1 (x)) and we put in M/G the natural metric

induced by 7r and a G invariant metric on M). By modifying 7r(/) in neighborhoods

of chosen points on the saddle connections we obtain a function g: M/G —* R,

ff = ""(/) outside those neighborhoods, such that Y = grad g, g = g o n, is close to

X and belongs to GMSG.

To end the proof we observe that the openness of stratumwise transversality

follows from the fact that GMSG is a subset of the G-Morse-Smale vector fields.

(b) Structural stability. To prove the structural stability for vector fields in

GMSG we need the next proposition.

PROPOSITION (6.1). IfX = grad/ E GMSG has a saddle connection C either
along Fix(G,M) or SE then X is structurally stable in a neighborhood of C.

PROOF. It follows from Propositions (4.2) and (4.3).

7. Examples, (a) Basic constructions on D2 x S1. Let us represent D2 x S1

as D2 x [0,1] with D2 x 0 identified with D2 x 1. Figures 3(a), (b) give the orbits

on D2 x S1 of the action with fixed points z(zy,z2) = (zzy,z2) and the principal

action z(zy,z2) = (zy,zz2).

Now we will define a vector field on D2 x S1 which will be equivariant under the

action with fixed points. First let us take a vector field Xo on D2 which has

Figure 3(a) Figure 3(b)
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one hyperbolic source at zero, X0(22i) = X0(zi), z E G, X0 | dD2 = 0 and

3D2 is a normally hyperbolic set for Xo- The vector field on D2 x S1 given by

Xo(zy,z2) = (Xo(zi),0) has OxS1 and d(D2 x S1) as normally hyperbolic sets

with X0 | d(D2 x S1) = 0. Now we take e > 0 small and we define on D2 x S1 the

vector field £0(21,22) = (0,eiz2). All trajectories of Eq are closed and of the form

{zy} x S1, Zy E D2. Finally we define X = X0 + E0 (see Figure 4) which has the

following properties:

(1) X is equivariant under the action with fixed points since Xo and E0 are both

equivariant.

(2) {0} x S1 is a hyperbolic closed orbit (a source) and d(D2 x S1) is a normally

hyperbolic set (a sink) [HPS].

(3) The longitudes of (£>2 x S1) are trajectories of X and then transverse to the

SO(2) orbits.

ff
Figure 4

We will also define a second vector field equivariant under the action with fixed

points. For this we take on the rectangle {(rel6,s); 0 < r < 1, 0 = 0q or 8 = — 0q,

0 < s < 1} a vector field Xi to fulfill the following conditions:

(a) Fo = (0,0,0) and Fi = (0,0,1) are hyperbolic sources and S — (0,0, \) is a

hyperbolic saddle.
(b)X^re«9,0)=Xi(re*e,l).

(c) If_Xi(re^°,s) = (vy(rei0a),v2(s)) then Xy(re~l^,s) = (-vy(rei0°),v2(s)).

(d) Xy I ({e~100} x [0,1]U{e,/J°} x [0,1]) = 0 and {e~ifio} x [0,1]U{ei00} x [0,1]

is a normally hyperbolic set for Xy. Now we define on D2 x S1 the vector field

Xy (z,s)=Xy(z,s (mod(l))). Let £> 0 be small and A: [0,1]-» [0,1] be the G°°

function given by Figure 5.

The vector field Ey(ret0,e11,) = ((1 - X(r))eiel/3, X(r)eie11) is equivariant under

the fixed point action. Y = Xy + Ey is a vector field defined on D2 x S1 with the

following properties (Figure 6):

(1) Y is equivariant under the action with fixed points.

(2) S and F are hyperbolic singularities.

(3) d(D2 x S1) is a normally hyperbolic set [HPS].

(4) The longitudes of d(D2 x S1) are closed trajectories.
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Figure 5 Figure 6

Our last construction will be a vector field equivariant under the principal action

on D2 x S1. Xo as defined earlier is also equivariant under the principal action

(the condition Xo(22i) = Xo(2i) is no longer needed). Again the vector field

E2(re%0, elX) = (X(r)eie10, (1-X(r))eietl), X as before and e small, is also invariant

under the principal action. Finally define the vector field V = X0 + E2 (Figure 7).

J
Figure 7

It has the following properties:

(1) It is equivariant under the principal action.

(2) {0} x 51 is a hyperbolic closed orbit.

(3) d(D2 x S1) is a normally hyperbolic set.

(4) The meridians of d(D2 x S1) are closed orbits of V and then transverse to

the G orbits.

(2) and (3) come from the persistence of normally hyperbolic sets [HPS].

(b) Construction of the vector fields on S2 x S1 and S3. Let us decompose

S2 x S1 = T0 U, Ty where T0 = Ty = D2 x S1 and i: dT0 -» dTy, i(x, y) = (x, y)

is the identification along the boundary. If we take the action with fixed points on

both To and Ti we have an G action defined onS2xS'. The set of fixed points of

this action are {$} x S1 and {n} x S1 where s and n are the south and north poles

of S2. We define the vector field Z on S2 x S1 by Z | T» = X (defined in Example

(a)), i = 1,2. This vector field is equivariant under the G action just defined, it

has {s} x S1 and {n} x S1 as expanding hyperbolic closed orbits and 8Tq — dTy as
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a normally hyperbolic attracting torus. All trajectories of Z | 8T0 are closed and

transverse to the G orbits.

As for the sphere we take S3 = T0 U/ Ty where f:dT0-> dTy, f(x,y) = (y,x).

If on To we take the principal action and on Ti the action with fixed points then,

via the identification /, they glue together to give a G action on S3. Now we

define a vector field W on S3 by W \ T0 = V and W \ Ty = Y (V and Y defined

in Example (a)). W has one expanding hyperbolic closed orbit in the interior of

To, one saddle and one source both hyperbolic and inside Ti and 8Tq = c>Ti is a

normally hyperbolic attracting torus. On 8Tq all trajectories of W are closed and

transverse to the G orbits.

It follows from §4(11) that Z and W have modulus of stability one.

(c) Construction of the vector field on any 3-manifold. Let T be an equivariant

tubular neighborhood of an orbit n in P (which is open and dense in any 3-manifold

where G acts). Taking D2 x S1 with the principal action z(zy,z2) = (zy,zz2) there

is an equivariant diffeomorphism tp: T —> D2 x S1, tp(r]) = 0 x Sx. The function

/: D2x5' ->i? given by f(x,y,8) = x2 +y2 is invariant under the principal action.

Extend fotp: T —* R to get a G°° G invariant function f:M^.R. Using Theorem

D there is close to / a G°° function g: M —> R such that Y = gradg E GMS.

There is an orbit «i close to n such that tpy: Ty —► D2 x S1, ipy(r]i) = 0 x S1 is

equivariant and / o ip1~1(x,y,8) = ax2 + by2, a and b close to 1. On D2 x S1 we

take a vector field Z such that

(a) Z is equivariant under the principal action.

(b) The torus T2 = {z: \z[ = 1/2} x S1 is a normally hyperbolic source for Z

and the trajectories of Z [ T2 are transverse to the orbits of the action.

(c) 0 x S1 is a normally hyperbolic sink for Z.

Let tp: M —► R be a G°° function which is zero on ipy({z E D2: \z\ < §) x S1

and it is 1 on M - T. If Z is the pull back by tpy of Z define W = (1 - ip)Z + ipY.
W has, by Theorem C, nonzero finite moduli of stability.
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